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ABSTRACT: Ordered arrays of silicon nano- to microscale pillars are used to enable
biomolecular trafficking into primary human cells, consistently demonstrating high
transfection efficiency can be achieved with broader and taller pillars than reported to
date. Cell morphology on the pillar arrays is often strikingly elongated. Investigation
of the cellular interaction with the pillar reveals that cells are suspended on pillar tips
and do not interact with the substrate between the pillars. Although cells remain
suspended on pillar tips, acute local deformation of the cell membrane was noted,
allowing pillar tips to penetrate the cell interior, while retaining cell viability.
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As the scale of material features approaches that of cells and
then decreases further, increased interaction at the

interface between cells and materials becomes possible.
Three-dimensional arrays can be constructed to topographically
resemble a bed of nails scaled-down to the nanoscale. Cell
interaction with these surface topographies permeabilizes cell
membranes without compromising cell viability, presenting a
means to traffic biomolecules, including DNA and other genetic
material, into the cell interior.1−5 This enhanced molecular
trafficking, while a complex process, has been attributed to the
penetration of lipid bilayer by the nanostructure, allowing direct
access to the cell cytoplasm and bypassing the vagaries of
endocytotic uptake.6 This is termed “impalefection”. Complete
penetration of the nanostructures into the cell interior has been
reported to be a rare event, but its frequency can be increased
by manipulating cell−surface interaction, for example, by tuning
surface chemistry.6−9 As a result, molecular DNA uptake
reported in some cases has been astoundingly high, reaching
95% of the cell population, with a concordantly high level of
transfection efficiency.1,5 Impalefection can avoid the immuno-
genicity and toxicity issues that hinder other viral and nonviral
transfection.2,3 The innovation of this approach has been
demonstrated in high-throughput siRNA knockdown screens to
delineate complex transcriptional networks.10

Typically, nanostructure arrays that have been used to traffic
biomolecules into cells have been nonordered, with randomly
placed features.2 Precisely aligned uniform arrays convey an
advantage when investigating pillar mediated transfection,
reducing variability between the microenvironment each cell
is exposed to and eliciting a more homogeneous response.3,5

The efficiency of transfection reported from various sources on
vertical nanostructure arrays is notably discordant.2,3 Geo-
metrical parameters that define a nanostructured surface−the
diameter and length of features and spacing between−are
known to impact the achievement of cell penetration and
subsequently transfection.5,11 Small changes in these physical
parameters can result in a conspicuous change in cell response
to array topography.12−14 Cell adhesion to the underlying
substrate has been identified as the predominant mechanism
governing nanowire penetration into cells, because forces
generated though adhesion are large enough to induce local
membrane rupture.7,15

Here we present a method of pillar array construction by
electrochemical micromachining that produces precisely
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aligned pillars of high aspect ratio (>10) and dimension and
spacing tunable to a large extent by manipulating parameters in
the fabrication process. In this work, we focus on arrays of
regular pillars with diameters of 500−1000 nm and spacing of 8
μm. We examine the capacity of these manufactured arrays to
transfect primary cells, demonstrating that high transfection
efficiency can be achieved consistently with pillars broader and
taller than those reported previously.
Fabrication of out-of-plane silicon pillars was carried out by

electrochemical micromachining16−18 as shown in Figure 1.
The starting material used was n-type silicon, of orientation
(100), with a thin silicon dioxide layer on top. Two
lithographical patterning methods were considered to produce
pillar arrays: an array of square patches with size of 4 μm and
spatial period of 8 μm (type 1 pillars, Figure 1A) or square
holes with size of 6 μm and spatial period of 8 μm (type 2
pillars, Figure 1C) were defined on a photoresist layer by
standard lithography and transferred to the silicon dioxide layer
by buffered HF (BHF) etching through the photoresist mask,
replicated (seed-point formation) into the silicon surface by
potassium hydroxide (KOH) etching through the silicon
dioxide mask, and finally anisotropically etched into the bulk
material to a depth of 10 μm by back-side illumination
electrochemical etching (BIEE). A thermal oxidation step was
carried out to partially convert silicon to silicon-dioxide so as to
grow a 1 μm thick conformal silicon-dioxide layer encapsulating
a two-dimensional array of out-of-plane silicon pillars. An HF-
based etching step was subsequently performed to remove the
silicon dioxide layer and reveal the array of silicon pillars, which

have a period of 8 μm, a height of 10 μm, and an average
diameter of 1000 ± 100 nm (Figure 1A) and 500 ± 50 nm
(Figure 1C).
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) bird-eye-view images

(at different magnifications) of out-of-plane pillars fabricated by
the above-described process using the two lithographical
patterns are shown in Figure 1B, D, which highlights that
high reliability in fabrication and good uniformity in pillar size
can be achieved for both patterning approaches. We observed
changes in the apical surfaces of the wires produced with the
two techniques: a more rounded “match-stick” process
characterized type 1 pillars, whereas type 2 pillars were flat
topped, but possessed sharp edges at the tip formed by the
square cross section. The approach outlined in Figure 1C has
certain advantages over the approach in Figure 1A in terms of
reproducibility and uniformity of the pillar morphology, across
the same chip and from chip to chip, but both approaches
nevertheless afford high-quality arrays of pillars. By manipulat-
ing fabrication parameters both height and spacing of pillars can
be tuned to a large extent (Figure S1).
Next, the capacity of the pillar substrates for cell transfection

was assessed. Prior to cell transfection studies, pillar arrays were
coated with poly-D-lysine (PDL) and then plasmid DNA
encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP). Amine functional-
ization provided by PDL coating serves a 2-fold purpose: to
bind plasmid DNA and to promote the impalefection of cells by
initiating and maintaining intracellular access.5,8 Using human
foreskin fibroblasts (HFF), similar levels of cell transfection,
measured by green fluorescence intensity of the cell population,

Figure 1. Pillar array fabrication: (A) Through standard lithography and consecutive etching with hydrofluoric acid (HF) and potassium hydroxide
(KOH), a positive silicon dioxide mask (green) was defined on the silicon surface (1). The periodic square pattern was then etched into the bulk
material by BIEE (2). Thermal oxidation created a silicon-dioxide layer on the pillar surface (3), allowing the diameter of the pillars to be reduced to
1000 nm through HF etching (4). (B) Tilt SEM view of pillars produced using method described in panel A (type 1 pillars) at 1000× and 4000×
magnification (inset). (C) Alternative protocol for the production of ordered pillar arrays. (1, 2) A lattice pattern is defined on silicon surface and
etched into a 3D structure as described in panel A. (3, 4) Thermal oxidation of this structure followed by HF etching produces pillars of 500 nm in
diameter. (D) Tilt SEM view of pillars produced using method described in panel C (type 2 pillars) at 1000× and 4000× magnification (inset).
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were observed on both types of arrays constructs (Figure 2A−
C), averaging 75% after 72 h, compared to very low levels of
transfection on flat silicon surfaces. Control cultures of HFF on
pillars without plasmid coating for the same period of time did
not elicit a green fluorescent signal, verifying that green
fluorescence was indicative of translation of the GFP encoded
in by transfected plasmid (Figure S2). Cell viability on arrays at
this time (72 h after plating on DNA-coated pillars) was
comparable to controls (arrays: 92.2%, control 93.7% χ2 test p

= 0.44, Figure S3). Although cell viability has been reported to
be compromised on nanowires of diameter >400 nm,5 there are
instances where silicon pillars of greater diameter than 400 nm
have been successfully employed for cell propagation.19,20

After 3 days culture on both type 1 and type 2 pillar arrays, a
striking morphology change was observed in HFF. Elongation
of the cell body was particularly notable for HFF (Figure 2A,
B). Filopodia extending several microns to bridge between
pillars were also seen (Figure 2B, D insets). The ordered pillar

Figure 2. Human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) cultured on pillars exhibit a striking change in morphology. Associated with this, high levels of
transfection occurred. Cells are stained with phalloidin to reveal the cytoskeleton (red) and Hoechst 33342 to reveal nuclei (blue). (A) HFF
transfection on flat silicon controls, type 1 and type 2 pillars. Scale bar 50 μm. (B) Detail of transfected cells on type 1 pillars, stained with Hoechst
3342 (blue) and phalloidin (red) scale bar 50 μm. (C) Quantification of HFF transfection on pillars (N ≥ 3). (D, E) Top-view SEM images of HFF
cultured on (D) type 1 and (E) type 2 pillars for 72 h. Scale bar = 50 μm. Inset scale bar 20 μm.

Figure 3. FIB-SEM analysis of HFF grown on type 1 pillars. (i, ii) Overview of cell morphology, site of FIB-SEM analysis; (iii) ion beam ablated site,
red dotted line shows region displayed in panel iv; (iv) tips of pillars penetrate into the cell. Red dotted line indicates interface between pillar
structure and cell. Red arrows mark sites where pillars appear to extend through the cell membrane. (A, B) HFF cells with representative
morphology (A) extended and (B) compact observed on pillar substrates. Scale bars i, ii = 20 μm, iii = 10 μm, iv = 5 μm.
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format appeared to provide a topographical cue for cell
extension, with filopodia (and the cell body more generally)
guided across rows or columns of pillars (Figure 2D, E). The
interfacing of cells to high aspect ratio nanostructures is well
documented to induce changes in cell morphology, adhesion,
migration, and function.2,3 For example, filopodia are frequently
observed in greater numbers on nanostructured surfaces when
compared to flat surfaces, anchoring the cell firmly to the pillar
substrate.21−23 The elongated morphology observed here is in
apparent contrast with the reduction in cytoplasmic area
reported elsewhere for cells cultured on silicon nanowire
substrates.22,24 However, the previous work employed wires of
smaller diameter, which were able to be bent inward by traction
forces exerted by the cell.25,27 By bending the nanowires back
toward the main cell body,21,25,26 the contracting cell also
increases the pitch between wire tips, making it more difficult
for filopodia to bridge the gap to the next wire tip and spread to
the adjacent tips.21 Here, pillars remained upright within the
array under cell culture conditions, stabilizing the extended cell
body. A similar morphology, exhibiting elongated and aligned
axon-like processes, has been previously observed to arise
where nanowires are spaced at a distance that approaches the
limit of filopodia to bridge.14 Pillars of both type 1 and type 2
were visible against the apical face of HFF (Figure 2D, E and
insets), suggesting embedding of the pillars into the cell body.
Multiple pillars were noted to interact with each cell (Figure 2D
insets).
Various modes of cell response to vertically aligned silicon

nanowires have been identified, from minimal interaction to
through indentation of the cell membrane.25 Accordingly, we
investigated the cellular interaction with the pillar arrays in
more depth using focused ion beam (FIB) scanning electron
microscopy (Figure 3).
HFF were found to be suspended on the tips of pillars and

did not interact with the substrate between the wires, as
assumed by models of nanowire mediated transfection.6 Close
conformation of the cell body to the pillar form was observed
(Figure 3A), but the pillars did not pierce the apical plasma

membrane, remaining encapsulated within the cell body.
However, dissection via the focused ion beam revealed the
peripheral cell body to be stretched very thin. Perturbation of
the basal plasma membrane by the pillar tip was observed in
some instances (Figure 3A). Engulfment of pillar tips was also
noted in spatially isolated cells where cell morphology was
more compact. In these cases, too, there was no interaction
with the cell and the substrate base (Figure 3B and Figure S4).
The precise mechanisms that regulate nanostructure mediated
transfection remain controversial. The normal force generated
during gravity driven settling is insufficient to impale vertically
aligned nanowires through the cell membrane, other than
where the nanowire geometries employed are thin, tall, and
arranged at low density.1,6 The greater normal forces generated
as cells adhere to the substrate at the nanowire base are more
likely to rupture the plasma membrane. It is not understood
whether rupture of the plasma membrane is absolutely required
for nanotopography mediated transfection6,15 or if acute cell
membrane curvature may induce cell membrane porosity
sufficient for molecular trafficking.4,27,28 In a number of
instances, membrane wrapping around nanowires, excluding
direct access to the cytosol and nucleus, has been observed.8,29

As noted above, previous work employing nanowires for
transfection have employed nanostructure diameters in the
range of 100−400 nm, smaller than the pillars described
here.2,3,5 However, recent modeling would suggest that
increased diameter would be conducive to membrane
deformation of cells settled on tall micro pillars,29 which is
predicted to enhance endocytosis.30

Critical parameters of pillar topographydensity, spacing
(or pitch), length, and diameterinform cell response to the
pillar array and require optimization for each application in
order to target specific modes of interaction.2,5,10,29 To
determine if the transfection results achieved with HFF were
generalizable to other cell types, we attempted transfection of
human primary dental pulp stem cells (DPSC, a mesenchymal
stem cell population) using pillar substrates (Figure 4).
Elongation of DPSC morphology was also observed on pillar

Figure 4. Transfection on pillar arrays is also high for other cell types. (A) DPSC transfection on type 1 pillars and flat silicon substrates. Left: Cells
were stained with phalloidin to reveal the cytoskeleton (red) and Hoechst 33342 to reveal nuclei (blue). Right: GFP expression in the corresponding
cell population. Scale bar 50 μm. (B) Quantification of DPSC transfection on pillars (N ≥ 3).
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substrates, together with consistently high levels of transfection
(75.3 ± 12.9%). Surface chemistry was critical for DPSC
attachment to the pillar arrays. Little cell adhesion and
spreading were seen in the absence of the PDL coating (Figure
S5).
Using ordered arrays of silicon pillars as a means of

biomolecule trafficking, we have demonstrated that high
transfection efficiency of human primary cells can be achieved
with broader and taller pillars than reported to date. Cell
morphology on the pillar arrays is often strikingly elongated.
Although cells remain suspended on pillar tips, acute local
deformation of the cell membrane was noted, and on occasion,
pillar tips penetrated the cell membrane. The fabrication
method employed allows the modification of pillar shape as
well as length and pitch, thus providing a general platform for
cell transfection with morphological features complementary to
those of platforms of more common use.
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